Porter Speaks On Subject Of Unemployment

Advocates Enforcement of Labor Laws, Pensions And Insurance

The meeting was held in the normal course of events and most agreeable in all sections of the audience. The discussion was confined to the subject of unemployment and its causes. There were no votes taken.

Several resolutions were passed, including the following:

1. That the government should take steps to ensure the enforcement of labor laws.
2. That pensions should be provided for those who have been unemployed for a long period of time.
3. That insurance companies should be required to offer policies that include coverage for unemployment.

The next meeting is scheduled for next Monday at 7:00 PM in the same location.

COMING EVENTS

Dec. 6: Round Table, Chase Hall
Dec. 6, 11, 18: Dance, Chase Hall
Dec. 15: Student Concert, Chase Hall
Dec. 15: 18, Vassar Play, Little Hall
Dec. 20: Senior Dance, Chase Hall
Dec. 21: Senior Reception, Chase Hall
Dec. 22: Graduate Reception, Chase Hall

Dance Sponsored By Senior Class

The annual Dance sponsored by the Senior Class will be held on Saturday, December 22, at 7:00 PM in the Chase Hall Ballroom. The theme of the dance will be "The Christmas Spirit." Tickets are $1.00 and can be purchased at the door. All students are welcome to attend.

COLBY IS NOT TO BE MOVED

The following dispatch from Waterville, Maine, was received by the Athletic Council:

Waterville will continue to be the site of Colby College, according to the recent announcement of the Board of Trustees. The decision was reached after months of study and consultation with the captain of the Waterville High School football team.

The Athletic Council of Colby College has also been informed of the decision. The council expressed its support for the Waterville community and the Colby College student body.

JUNIORS HOLD FINE CABARET

The Junior class held its annual Fine Cabaret on Friday, December 21, in the Chase Hall Ballroom. The event was attended by faculty members, students, and guests from the local community.

Red Adams and Sue Williams were chosen as the most popular couple of the evening. The audience was entertained by a variety of musical and theatrical performances, including a musical number by the Junior choir, which earned a standing ovation from the audience.

Dean Wearing Speaks at Bates

Dean Wearing spoke at the annual chapel service on Thursday, December 21, in the Chase Hall Chapel. His talk was on the topic of "The Importance of Service and奉献 in Our Lives." He emphasized the need for students to engage in acts of service and to use their talents and abilities to make a positive impact on the world.

The event was attended by faculty members, students, and guests from the local community. The audience was impressed by Dean Wearing's eloquent delivery and thought-provoking speech.
In his chapel talk Tuesday morning Mr. Stimson, the President of Bates, pointed out that the existence of God and are strength of the religious ideal is, as Robert Ingersoll's "An honest belief in God is an honest belief in something that we cannot understand." He also mentioned the work of religion. He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear." He concluded the talk with the statement that we are "in the process of being taught to understand," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of love," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of peace," and that we have "a little bit of service and a little bit of sacrifice," and that we have "a little bit of joy and a little bit of sorrow," and that we have "a little bit of suffering and a little bit of healing," and that we have "a little bit of love and a little bit of hate," and that we have "a little bit of hope and a little bit of despair," and that we have "a little bit of faith and a little bit of fear."
FURTHER ADDITIONS MADE TO "NEW BOOK" SHELF AT CORAM

ROBERT LABROIT

The following is a list of reviews of fiction and non-fiction by the staff of the Bates Library. For a complete list, visit the Bates Library website.

Gallows Orchard

By Clive Spencer, 1930

This is the story of a small rural village that is affected by the Great Depression. The story moves rapidly, with increasing moments of tension and inevitable climax.

As a recent "Book of the Month Club" selection this book received considerable publicity, which may be a recommendation to some people.

W. A. N. A. NEWS

The W. A. N. A. board, in order that the girls may better understand the activities of the association, is going to have the girls in the first year of their residence hear the president, Russell Chapman; the vice-president, Dorothy Parker; and the treasurer, Willis Ober. This meeting makes the girls take an active interest in the work of the Association and they are invited to attend.

The girls are made to give as many girls as possible this chance to sit in on its deliberations.

This is the tale of a small Scottish village, where the girls, among other things, play cricket and Archery. The village is a small one, and the girls are not interested in it. When they think about the village, they think of it as something of a sacred place.

Natural Gas at the Coram Library

There are certain books that we must confess to a great fondness for, and which are well worth reading now. Among the permanent writings of the American language, and as such should be known to all.

When bigger and better men are coming, they will find that the little village that in the past was not known to the world is now known to it. The little village that once was the home of the girls is now the home of the whole world.

This Little Tube Measures Stars

By ROBERT LABROIT

This is the story of a small rural village that is affected by the Great Depression. The story moves rapidly, with increasing moments of tension and inevitable climax.

A. recent "Book of the Month Club" selection this book received considerable publicity, which may be a recommendation to some people.

American Road to Culture

By George Counts

This book is an attempt to study the history of education in the United States, and to show the development of the educational institutions of the country. The book attempts to study the apparent fact that educational institutions differ from place to place, and that the educational system of any one country may be a recommendation to some people.

Evelyn B. Roberts

There are certain books that we must confess to a great fondness for, and which are well worth reading now. Among the permanent writings of the American language, and as such should be known to all.

When bigger and better men are coming, they will find that the little village that in the past was not known to the world is now known to it. The little village that once was the home of the girls is now the home of the whole world.
**SPORTS**

**Frosh Bow To**  
**Sohps 13-0 In Annual Game**

The Froshmen, all natives in the pigskin art, scorched forty-flush net under Captain Thompson, and have the ice even at half time, but the Sophomore- Junior gridiron team won handily, 13-0. At the beginning of the first period Thompson kicked the ball just over the center, but the Sophomore-Human attack did not come up to scratch. In the second period Thompson prodded a pass for a touchdown, and the Sophomore team followed up with a touch down on the very next play. In the third period Thompson kicked a field goal, and the Sophomore team made a touch down near the end of the game. Thompson also kicked a field goal in the fourth period. In the final period Thompson kicked a field goal, and the Sophomore team made a touch down near the end of the game.

**Weather Stops**  
**Tennis Matches**

The men's tennis tournament has been hindered this fall by unfavorable weather, and will not start until the weather improves. The Froshmen are the favorites for the tournament, and the Sophomore team is expected to be a strong contender. The match will be played on the tennis courts of the university, and will be a test of skill and strategy.

---

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**Frosh Thompson on the eve of the battle still keeps it viviuly in our mind.**

The Sophomore-Freshman, grudgingly agreed to a practice game, but a chance remark from the lips of Leon Thompson, the new coach, shows that it still keeps it vividly in our mind. The game was the first in the series of three, and the Sophomore team won by a score of 13-0. Thompson showed the edge of the game, but although the Freshman team was not in their best form, they made several good attempts at scoring. In the second period Thompson prodded a pass for a touchdown, and the Sophomore team followed up with a touch down. The second touchdown was made with the ball that had been missed, but the Sophomore team managed to hold onto it and score. Thompson showed that he was not content to keep the Sophomore team from scoring, and he tried to hold onto the ball and score. Thompson also kicked a field goal in the fourth period. In the final period Thompson kicked a field goal, and the Sophomore team made a touch down near the end of the game.

The Sophomore-Freshman game was a close contest, and the Sophomore team was able to hold the Freshman team to a score of 13-0. Thompson showed that he was not content to keep the Sophomore team from scoring, and he tried to hold onto the ball and score. Thompson also kicked a field goal in the fourth period. In the final period Thompson kicked a field goal, and the Sophomore team made a touch down near the end of the game.